This paper focuses on the rhetoric of USA and Russian political leaders during the Ukraine crisis by analyzing changes appearing in their speeches during the different stages of the crisis. The goal of the analysis is to investigate the speeches delivered by political leaders of the United States and Russia, being important actors in the Ukraine crisis, by identifying both countries' attitudes to one another, further intentions regarding the management of the crisis and changes of topics in each stage. The speeches of the following most influential politicians in foreign policy formation in the USA and Russia are analyzed: President Barack Obama, Secretary of State John Kerry and Vice President Joe Biden, President Vladimir Putin, Russian Foreign Minister Sergey Lavrov and Prime Minister of Russia Dmitry Medvedev. The speeches were collected from the official websites of U.S. and Russian government institutions. The analysis revealed that from the beginning of the crisis the main tool in the Ukraine crisis was rhetoric. Western parties began to take real actions only later: sanctions on Russia were imposed, international organizations started to play more active role, ceasefire agreements were signed. In terms of communications strategies used by both countries, the USA rhetoric and its communication strategy as well as Russian leaders were using a combination of proactive and reactive strategies.
INTRODUCTION
Though already four years passed since 2013 when the Ukraine crisis started, this crisis is still unresolved. Ukrainian President reminds the leaders of the world that fights in the eastern part of Ukraine are still going on and danger of war is real. Ukraine crisis can be treated as an international conflict, involving not only domestic conflicting powers but also the superpowers such as the USA and Russia, and international organizations. As the head prosecutor for the International Criminal Court has for the first time declared in November 2016, "This international armed conflict started not later than February 26, when the Russian Federation employed members of its armed forces to gain control over parts of the territory of Ukraine without the consent of the government of Ukraine." (Report on Preliminary Examination Activities, 2016, 33-43) . Therefore, it occurs not inside the country but is of international extent. The Ukraine crisis has gone through the main stages of crisis, regarding the intensity of the crisis. However, as we may notice, the USA and the EU are trying to solve the crisis by diplomatic means avoiding escalation of fighting.
This precaution behavior of foreign actors is natural. It is important to note that at the onset of the crisis the means to solve it usually is mediation, sanctions and intervention of international organizations. Before using military means, verbal means are used to solve the crisis. As Ömer Isyar argues, "nonviolent management includes: (1) military nonviolent behavior; (2) negotiation; (3) adjudication; (4) mediation; (5) non-military pressure; and (6) multiple nonviolence" (Isyar, 2008: 41) . These are the examples when the crisis is tried to be solved peacefully through the use of speech.
A Neoclassical realism, one of International Relations paradigms recognizes that foreign policy of the state and "processes within states are influenced not only by exogenous systemic factors and considerations of power and security, but also by cultural and ideological bias, domestic political considerations and prevailing ideas " (Kitchen, 2010: 133) . Accordingly state leaders define the national interests and conduct foreign policy based on their assessment of relative power, other states' intentions and pay great attention on the domestic constrains (Taliaferro, Lobell, and Ripsman, 2009:25) . Therefore, speeches of politicians and their rhetoric play a prominent role during a time of the crisis. First, the use of certain statements in the speeches of state leaders reflects the entire set of factors influencing foreign policy inside a nation-state -institutions, the relationship between state and society, public perception, and ideology. Second, rhetoric of leaders directly influences the behaviors, attitudes of countries and their diplomatic relations.
The leaders may use proactive and reactive strategies of communication during the times of crisis. Their choice of the communication strategy may be treated as an indicator of their actual behavior, role and intentions in crisis.
A proactive strategy of communication focuses on eliminating problems before they have a chance to appear and on reducing the likelihood of occurrence of the challenging behavior. They are preventative and usually deal with the conditions that precede the behavior (Champlin, 1991, 1) . Proactive strategy has a meaning of controlling a situation by causing something to happen rather than waiting to respond to it after it happens. A reactive strategy contrary to the proactive one is based on responding to events after they have happened and is used only once the behavior occurs. Reactive communication has a goal "to cut short the behavior, to minimize the damage" (Champlin, 1991, 1) . The difference between these two approaches is the perspective each one provides in assessing actions and events.
This paper analyzes rhetoric of USA and Russian political leaders in the case of the Ukraine crisis, by paying attention to the communication strategies used and changes of rhetoric during different stages of the crisis. From the beginning of the crisis the main tool in the Ukraine crisis was rhetoric. Only later other tools were started to be used, such as: sanctions, international organizations intervention, ceasefire agreements. Therefore, it is important to analyze the rhetoric of the actors directly and non-directly involved into the conflict. Their activities and rhetoric reflects the domestic constrain of the countries they represent and influence the management of the crisis. Accordingly, it is important to see what their attitudes to the crisis were and what further intentions may be seen. What were Russia's intentions in the region and what were planned actions of USA in order to change the situation?
The major research questions addressed in the analysis: What rhetorical strategies were used in the speeches of Russian and American political leaders? What can be clarified from the rhetoric of the political leaders in the case of Ukraine crisis? What attitudes prevailed and what are further intentions regarding the management of the crisis? What changes may be seen in each period of the crisis? What attitudes of U.S. and Russia towards one another prevailed?
Answers to these questions are provided in separate chapters explaining the context of Ukraine crisis, data collection methods and analyzing results of the political leaders' speeches.
THE UKRAINE CRISIS AS INTERNATIONAL CRISIS
International crisis is a conflict including two or more actors and a possibility of war. John A. Vasquez argues that an international crisis includes "a change in type and/or increase in intensity of disruptive -that is, hostile verbal or physical interactions between two or more states, with a heightened probability of military hostilities, which in turn destabilizes their relationship and challenges the structure of an international system <…>" (Vasquez, 2000, 39, italics in original) . There are a number of international actors being able to participate in International crisis: "global-level actors, domestic-level actors, individual-level actors, trans-state actors, state actors and individual actors" (Damerow, 2009, 1) . There can be directly involved actors, such as Ukraine and Russia in Ukrainian crisis and USA or EU, which are non-direct actors, i.e. they do not participate directly in this conflict. May, 2015 -December, 2016 In this crisis two directly involved actors are fighting -Ukraine and Russia. Other major actors of Western countries are also involved: USA and the European Union. It is important to talk about their role in the crisis and what actions were done in order to help Ukraine. As the media indicates, from the beginning these countries have not implemented real actions and used rhetoric in solving the conflict. Alexander J. Motyl noticed:
A direct Western military intervention in Ukraine remains unlikely. But other military assistance has now become possible for the simple reason that, if it did down the plane, Russia has already crossed the very red line that Washington had feared a more robust response in Ukraine would lead it to transgress. The United States, for its part, has ample military equipment in Iraq and Afghanistan, which could easily be diverted to Ukraine. (Motyl, 2014, 2) The USA tried to solve the problem diplomatically without military intervention and that was done through speech. In the interviews these countries just threaten with sanctions but real actions were taken only in August, half a year from the beginning of crisis (Timeline: Ukraine's, 2014, 9 Moreover, there were no military help from NATO or EU. There were opinions about the delay of EU to impose more sanctions "for fear of losing Russian energy that much of Europe is dependent on" (The Situation in Ukraine and Crimea, 2014, 7). There were certain factors which did not allow for further sanctions against Russia. Western countries had their own interests and were afraid of danger to their people; therefore, they tried to deal with the crisis diplomatically without military intervention.
The means used to solve the conflict also are a concern of a discussion. From the onset of the crisis, there were used the following diplomatic means: rhetoric, negotiations, sanctions, various meetings and agreements. Military means were not used by now. Moreover, international organizations were used as a tool to stop a further spread of the conflict. For instance, NATO supported Eastern Europe by strengthening security of these countries (Belkin, Mix and Woehrel, 2014, 6) . The European Union also reacted to the crisis by imposing sanctions and embargoes on Russia. By doing this, organizations tried to stop further Russia's actions, expecting that it will influence Russia's economy and it will stop further military actions.
Another important concern is reasons of Russia's annexation of Crimea and military intervention in the region of Donetsk. There is a theory that Russia aimed to get back territories which had belonged to it before, during the period of Soviet Union. However, Russia denied the fact of Ukraine's invasion (Taylor, 2014, 1) . Then another question arises, why did Russia chose Crimea region? This is because of geographical and historical reasons. As Adam Taylor argues:
Given that Crimea has a modern history intrinsically linked with Russia, contains the largest population of ethnic Russians within Ukraine, and harbors a significant portion of Russia's navy in Sevastopol, Crimea is clearly an important place in that narrative. (Taylor, 2014: 1) It is simply because of the reason that a lot of Russians live in that area and that this region has a border with Russia. The same situation is with Donetsk. Ukraine is divided into two sides: pro-Russian and pro-Ukrainian and this can be seen in Ukraine's early history (Fisher, 2014, 2) . As the president Putin's rhetoric indicates, he wants to protect Russian people living in these regions.
Given the facts presented above, Ukraine crisis can be treated as an international conflict, which includes the superpowers and international organizations. Therefore, it occurs not inside the country but is of global extent. Crisis has gone through the stages, regarding the intensity of the crisis. However, as we can see from the examples, the USA and the EU are mainly solving the crisis by diplomatic means. Russia till now does not acknowledge its invasion, though the facts are different. As it was mentioned in the introduction, the head prosecutor for the International Criminal Court has for the first time in November 2016 declared the conflict in eastern Ukraine "an international armed conflict between Russia and Ukraine". The Ukraine crisis seems to sharpen tense relations between the United States of America and the Russian Federation. Therefore, the further analysis aims at analyzing the relationship of these countries in the case of this crisis by paying attention to the rhetoric of the leaders of Russia and USA.
METHODS AND DATA COLLECTION
The analysis of rhetoric has been carried out in the period from November 21, 2013 till July, 2015. The paper will focus on the speeches of USA and Russian political leaders in the case of Ukraine crisis reflections. There will be analyzed speeches of most influential foreign policy makers, from the USA: President Barack Obama, Secretary of State John Kerry and Vice President Joe Biden. From Russian politicians in the analysis will be included speeches of President Vladimir Putin, Russian Foreign Minister Sergey Lavrov and Prime Minister of Russia Dmitry Medvedev. The speeches of the highest rank politicians were chosen because they are the most influential regarding foreign policy formation and most of the speeches regarding the crisis were delivered by these politicians. The speeches were selected from the official websites of U.S. and Russian government institutions. The texts are in English; in the case of Russian texts were used officially translated texts. The keyword for the texts selection wasUkraine. The more general word, related not only with Ukraine crisis was used in order to see more statements of politicians in various contexts, not only while speaking exclusively about the crisis in Ukraine.
Two hundred ninety-nine texts were chosen for the present analysis. The biggest amount of speeches was delivered by Russian Foreign Minister Sergey Lavrov -113 speeches and by President of Russia Vladimir Putin -65 speeches. This fact that Russia's politicians are tended to speak more about the crisis in Ukraine also can have certain implications regarding the view on the crisis (directly involved actor). While President of U.S. -Barack Obama, during this time span delivered 26 speeches which were related to the crisis in Ukraine, Vice President Joe The speeches will be analyzed using analysis of rhetoric. The attention will be paid to the arguments used in certain situations during the conflict and what it tells about the situation. It will be examined which rhetorical appeals are used by political leaders in certain situations.
For the analysis will be used speeches from the onset till the de-escalation of the crisis, distinguishing them into seven periods (see Table 1 ).
THE SPEECHES OF LEADERS FROM THE ONSET OF THE CRISIS TO THE DE-ESCALATION OF THE CRISIS
This part of the article will discuss the results of the analysis of speeches by presenting the data of each crisis period in a separate subchapter. The numbers of speeches which were collected and analysed according to the crisis periods are presented in graph 1.
Graph 1: Number of speeches according to the crisis periods
The onset of crisis in the speeches of politicians
The first period from November 21, 2013 till December 1, 2013 is associated with a beginning of the crisis in Ukraine (The main events were when Ukraine refused to sign trade agreement with the EU, which later evolved into mass protests in Kiev, Maidan Square.). However, during this period only one announcement regarding the situation in Ukraine appeared "Readout of Vice President Biden's Call with Ukrainian President Viktor Yanukovych". In this text U.S. expressed a support of Ukraine and provided ideas about its further steps in order to help Ukraine. This was a proactive strategy of USA communication. Their aim was to show Ukrainians that they can be trusted and are willing to reach a peaceful resolution of a crisis; publicly condemn Russia's illegal actions. The last argument is emphasized by the use of repetition of phrase "we do not recognize". Another rhetorical device -personification, is used to show the responsibility for the opinion expressed by U.S. that the whole country is supporting Ukraine. Personification and pronoun "our" is used by U.S. leaders to show their nations' leadership and solidarity.
The crisis escalation period in the speeches of politicians
However, Russia's position was absolutely different. They denied the intervention in Crimea and accused U.S. of spreading accusations on them. As Russia's Foreign Minister Sergey Lavrov states:
Russia has nothing to hide. But we would probably like to know more about the everyday activities of western countries in Ukraine, including the High Representative of the Union for Foreign Affairs and Security Policy and Vice-President of the European Commission, Catherine Ashton, whom I respect. (Foreign Minister Sergey Lavrov, 20 February, 2014) He was speaking trustworthy using ethical appeals and appropriate language understandable to the audience to persuade it, to make it believe his statement. This idea was even strengthened by the following expression:
The world of today is not a junior school where teachers assign punishments at will. Belligerent statements such as those heard at the Nato foreign ministers meeting in Brussels on 1 April do not match demands for a de-escalation. De-escalation should begin with rhetoric. It is time to stop the groundless whipping-up of tension, and to return to serious common work. (Foreign Minister Sergey Lavrov, April 7, 2014) De-escalation did not appear because one party was not admitting its actions; therefore, the speeches reflected increasing confrontation between U.S. and Russia. This can be seen in the following statement of Prime Minister of Russia Dmitry Medvedev:
"In my opinion, this is a loud echo of the cold war or, properly speaking, a rudiment of the old confrontation mentality. But from a practical point of view, these sanctions will not do anyone any good" (Prime Minister of Russia Dmitry Medvedev, 24 May 2014).
The allusion to the historical event, the Cold War, confirmed the confrontation of U.S. and Russia, having in mind that these current events may lead to similar situation that occurred during the Cold War. Politician used historical analogies; he was invoking facts which suggested that deteriorating U.S.-Russian relations were not without reason, i.e. because of imposed sanctions. This idea was enhanced by the President of Russia Vladimir Putin's idea who suggested that:
"Our western partners, led by the United States of America, prefer not to be guided by international law in their practical policies, but by the rule of the gun" (President Vladimir Putin, March 18, 2014) .
Metaphor "the rule of the gun" was used to depict U.S. will to help Ukraine, even if tools would be contradictory to international norms. President Putin used blackmail to show his country's position. Another quote promoting this idea was the following: "But there is a limit to everything. And with Ukraine, our western partners have crossed the line, playing the bear and acting irresponsibly and unprofessionally" (President Vladimir Putin, March 18, 2014) . President used metaphor "playing the bear" to express the idea of U.S. negative actions seeking to affect Russia and treated U.S. as a cause of events in Ukraine.
On the other hand, U.S. representative suggested that Russia's actions will influence U.S.-Russian relations:
"Unless immediate and concrete steps are taken by Russia to deescalate tensions, the effect on U.S.-Russian relations and on Russia's international standing will be profound" (Secretary of State John Kerry, March 1, 2014).
The crisis in Ukraine where common agreement to a conflict resolution should be accepted has been seen as a battle between the two superpowers: U.S. and Russia, where each side is not putting efforts to come to a common agreement. Both sides were just blaming each other without taking certain actions to change the situation.
Another topic prominent during this period was first sanctions on Russia's individuals and entities responsible for violating the sovereignty and territorial integrity of Ukraine, imposed by U.S. and EU. In the following extract, President Obama states that the first steps to de-escalate the situation were taken:
Today, I'm announcing a series of measures that will continue to increase the cost on Russia and on those responsible for what is happening in Ukraine. First, as authorized by the executive order I signed two weeks ago, we are imposing sanctions on specific individuals responsible for undermining the sovereignty, territorial integrity and government of Ukraine. We're making it clear that there are consequences for their actions. (President Barack Obama, March 17, 2014) This quote informs that U. S. after several months of rhetoric activities starts to implement real actions. Russia responded to U.S. imposed sanctions:
We are worried about this situation, because it provides proof of double standards. Instead they are threatening sanctions (the United States have already introduced them against some representatives of the Ukrainian authorities) thus creating additional stimuli for the opposition to remain stubborn, and indirectly (or even directly) stimulating the militants to continue their outrages. The European Union is also going to discuss the introduction of sanctions against the Ukrainian authorities, doing this in parallel to sending another "uninvited" mission to Kiev. How can you expect your services to be in demand, if the threat of sanctions makes this operation look like blackmail? (Foreign Minister Sergey Lavrov, 20 February, 2014) Russia did not think that sanctions would change the situation. They conversely thought that military actions would sharpen. Even before the President's Obama announcement of sanctions, these talks attained negative reaction from the President of Russia:
Regarding sanctions. It is primarily those who intend to apply them that need to consider their consequences. I believe that in the modern world, where everything is interconnected and interdependent, it is possible to cause damage to another country, but this will be mutual damage and one should bear this in mind. (President Vladimir Putin, March 4, 2014)
By expressing opinion about U.S. will to introduce sanctions, President Putin talked as if threatening U.S., saying that it "will be mutual damage", meaning that sanctions will affect not only Russia but Europe as well. Ethical arguments in his speech created an impression about him as having power because he talked credibly.
Later besides sanctions on individual economic sanctions were implemented on Russia. Another round of sanctions was devoted to affect Russia's economic sector:
As part of that process, I signed a new executive order today that gives us the authority to impose sanctions not just on individuals but on key sectors of the Russian economy. This is not our preferred outcome. These sanctions would not only have a significant impact on the Russian economy, but could also be disruptive to the global economy. However, Russia must know that further escalation will only isolate it further from the international community. (President Barack Obama, March 20, 2014)
The pronoun "our" suggested that the responsibility falls to the whole nation and even to other Western countries, while the executive order was signed by the President Obama. Even if these sanctions would have a profound impact on the global economy; it was the cost to withdraw Russia's military from Ukraine and to make Russia isolated. However, Russia was not taking these U.S. and EU actions seriously and did not make conclusions out of it:
I don't think that economic sanctions are being considered seriously from the point of your responsibility of the West in the international economic system. The discussions, as I can perceive them, are based on the desire to get revenge, which is obviously very bad for politicians, which is not professional for anyone who wants to be engaged in serious politics and which would probably have some effect, no doubt. I believe if they stop the dollar transactions for the Russian banks and for the Russian companies, of course it would cause difficulties. That would replacement. And Visa and Mastercard are already concerned that they would lose the market.
[…] My point is that if the West, just for the sake of revenge, is ready to sacrifice its reputation as a reliable partner for the entire world economy, and for the entire world financial system, if the USA is prepared to sacrifice its reputation as the holder of the key reserve currency, then it's up to them to decide. (Foreign Minister Sergey Lavrov, 14 May, 2014) Russia's Foreign Minister treated sanctions as a blackmail aiming to show U.S. domination in international arena. They were acting as nothing has happened. Russia considered U.S. actions as an obstacle for diplomatic solution to a conflict. Another politician, Prime Minister of Russia Dmitry Medvedev, similarly suggested:
I'd like to remind you that our trade with the EU amounts to about $400 billion. EU countries and companies have invested a great deal in the Russian economy on behalf of the states and businesses of the European Union, so these relationships are being hit hardest. Who is this helping? I believe no one, because these sanctions are clearly damaging business interests, primarily European businesses. I have heard some of my high-ranking friends and colleagues say that the sanctions are not a big deal, and even though our businesses may suffer, it will give us an opportunity to show our solidarity. Frankly, this sounds a lot like the solidarity showed in the old socialist bloc. [...] A number of Western countries are talking about solidarity. And if this solidarity comes at the expense of their own businesses, so be it. Clearly, we won't benefit from it either. (Prime Minister Dmitry Medvedev, 24 May, 2014)
The repetition of word "solidarity" was used to show negative attitude to U.S and EU actions and to emphasize this phrase in a negative light. Historical reference to socialist bloc was made to remind the Cold War period and Russian -U.S. relations which will be deteriorating if sanctions would be further imposed.
In this stage U.S. talked about diplomatic solution of a conflict and was taking proactive strategy supporting Ukraine financially, while Russia treated United States as a major threat to Ukraine, and this attitude has been seen throughout all the speeches of Russian leaders during this time span. The period can be characterized as an economic war, led by U.S. to affect and weaken Russia's economy. However, no military help was provided to Ukraine.
The continuation of crisis escalation in the speeches of politicians
The third period, May 25, 2014 -July 17, 2014, can be named as the further escalation of the crisis. The main event during this period was the presidential elections which were held on May 25: "Petro Poroshenko wins the Ukrainian presidential runoff" (Timeline: Ukraine's, 2014, 6). Another major event was the crash of Malaysian aircraft on July 17.
The most prominent topics in the speeches delivered by U. After half a year of Russia's unlawful actions in Ukraine U.S. talked about diplomatic solution and was not hastening to undertake other means than rhetoric and imposed sanctions. The argument was emphasized by the use of personification: "The United States respects", thus showing "America's historical ambition for leadership by reaffirming support for the U.S. as a leading nation to fight any future threat" (Lehmann, 2012, 4) . By using personification, the nation's support to Ukraine was emphasized, making the speech more persuasive and the connection between the people and the speaker -stronger. The Russian leaders' attitude to U.S. as to enemies and causers of the war in Ukraine was strengthened:
Crisis elements, which characterise the modern stage in international relations, are to a large extent associated with the fact, and the seemingly evident truth -the right of people to independently determine their fate -is still doubted. The attempts to extend the geopolitical space of our western partners, including using force, unfortunately, continues.
(Russian Foreign Minister Sergey Lavrov, 28 May, 2014)
Foreign Minister Sergey Lavrov argued that the situation in Ukraine is a fault of Western countries, having in mind the U.S. will to show its power in international arena. The appeal to logical appeals was apparent in his speech, because the politician was basing his argument upon facts. Another quote also promoting this idea was the following: "There are overseas partners -our US colleagues -who, according to the evidence, still prefer to push the Ukrainian leaders to confrontation" (Foreign Minister Sergey Lavrov, 28 June, 2014) . Here, Foreign Minister Lavrov also promoted the idea that the United States is an actor without which the conflict cannot be resolved.
In this period Russia was still denying its military intervention and treated itself as a major contributor to a conflict resolution. Russian Foreign Minister expressed this idea by stating that: "It is at least misleading to say that Russia is doing nothing to promote the peace process" (Foreign Minister Sergey Lavrov, 28 June 2014). Russia sees a peaceful resolution of a conflict:
I would like to specifically underline that only on the basis of a dialogue between directly involved persons, primarily the Ukrainian authorities and representatives of the South-East of Ukraine, can a sustainable settlement of the crisis in general, the conditions of the announcement of peace, the consideration of the interests and expectations of all the Ukrainian nationals, no matter where they live, be agreed upon.
(Foreign Minister Sergey Lavrov, 2 July, 2014)
Russian representatives wanted to make audience believe that their role in the crisis was to make peace, thus denying their military actions in Ukraine. The negation of military intervention can be seen in the following Vladimir Putin's interview with Radio Europe 1 and TF1 TV channel:
Question: But, Mr President, the United States and the White House claim they have evidence that Russia intervened in the conflict, sent its troops and supplied weapons. They claim they have proof. Do you believe that? Vladimir Putin: Proof? Why don't they show it? The entire world remembers the US Secretary of State demonstrating the evidence of Iraq's weapons of mass destruction, waving around some test tube with washing powder in the UN Security Council. Eventually, the US troops invaded Iraq, Saddam Hussein was hanged and later it turned out there had never been any weapons of mass destruction in Iraq. You know, it's one thing to say things and another to actually have evidence. I will tell you again: no Russian troops… Question (via interpreter): Are you saying the US is lying? Vladimir Putin: Yes, it is. There are no armed forces, no Russian 'instructors' in southeastern Ukraine. And there never were any. (President Vladimir Putin, June 4, 2014)
The President was using logical arguments. He mentioned facts from history to show that U.S. makes mistakes and that their facts can be misleading, despite facts were different. He was stating that there were no Russia's military personnel in Ukraine.
Economic sanctions imposed by U.S. and European Union attained negative attention from Russia and it contributed to the deteriorating diplomatic relations of these two countries. In this case countries' interests seemed to be more important than the settlement of the crisis. Prime Minister of Russia Dmitry Medvedev expresses his attitude on the imposed economic sanctions:
The sanctions, or sector sanctions, as they are referred to, that have been imposed by the United States against large Russian defence industry enterprises, power companies and certain banks, will only further arouse anti-American and anti-European sentiments. This is absolutely clear. Russian society will become more consolidated against those countries and individuals who are trying to limit our country, acting against our people's interests. As a result, we will see our relations with the countries that apply such sanctions return to the level of the '80s. This is sad. (Prime Minister Dmitry Medvedev, 17 July, 2014)
Prime Minister threatened U.S. with their response to sanctions instead of taking actions to solve the conflict and to admit country's mistakes. President
Putin also treated the U.S. imposed sanctions as blackmail and emphasized that sanctions were negatively influencing U.S. -Russia relations:
As for various sanctions, I have already said that they generally have a boomerang effect and, without a doubt, in this case, are driving the Russian-US relations into a stalemate and seriously damaging them. I am certain that this is harmful to the US Administration and American people's long-term strategic national interests. (President Vladimir Putin, July 17, 2014)
The President Putin's position regarding sanctions showed that the country was not willing to stop actions and thought that these sanctions will affect U.S. economy as well. This argument was substantiated using metaphors: "boomerang effect" and "driving the Russian-US relations into a stalemate". The metaphor "boomerang effect" was used to show that sanctions will influence not only Russia's economy but also U.S. The subsequent metaphor refers to a chess game. Metaphor of a stalemate is widely used by politicians in "a situation where neither opponent can win"; it is often used during war (Chess Metaphors, 1).
In conclusion, during the third period were no changes made in the resolution of a conflict. Russian leaders did not acknowledge Russia's intervention. The crisis was seen as a battle where two superpowers fight for power. Despite the United States imposed sanctions, Russia had no wish to withdraw its troops from Ukraine. On the contrary, sanctions seemed to enlarge Russia's aggression. Regarding the rhetoric of the leaders, U.S. in this period also emphasized their strength as a nation, which was capable to help Ukraine. Moreover, the Russian leaders' attitude to U.S. as enemies was even strengthened, this was reinforced by the use of logos, and i.e. leaders were using certain facts and arguments to prove their ideas and to make them more persuasive.
The peak of tension between U.S. and Russia in the speeches of politicians related to the crisis
The fourth period, from July 17, 2014 to October 26, 2014, denotes the further escalation of a crisis after the Malaysian aircraft disaster which attained a lot of media attention and also more attention from Western countries. Another major event that should be included was parliamentary elections in Ukraine (26 October), there the votes were casted for "a pro-Russian reform agenda, granting electoral victories to President Petro Poroshenko's bloc and the People's Front headed by Prime Minister Arseniy Yatsenyuk" (The Ukraine Crisis Timeline, 2014, p. 1). Major topics which were notable in the speeches of the U.S. leaders were the following: The main topic marking the beginning of this period was the Crash of the Malaysian Airlines Flight. The catastrophe happened when Russian soldiers seemingly confused the Ukrainian airplane with the Malaysian airlines (Motyl, 2014, 1) . This event did not pass without Western remarks and accusations to Russia. The day after catastrophe happened U.S. started to suspect Russia:
What we know right now, what we have confidence in saying right now is that a surface-to-air missile was fired and that's what brought the jet down. We know --or we have confidence in saying that that shot was taken within a territory that is controlled by the Russian separatists. (President Barack Obama, July 18, 2014)
The repetition of pronoun "we" showed President's absence of responsibility, as if he is afraid to tell his position regarding this question. Another argument was stronger, showing clearer President's position:
So it is not possible for these separatists to function the way they're functioning, to have the equipment that they have --set aside what's happened with respect to the Malaysian Airlines --a group of separatists can't shoot down military transport planes or, they claim, shoot down fighter jets without sophisticated equipment and sophisticated training. And that is coming from Russia. (President Barack Obama, July 18, 2014) In this statement U.S. position was clearly stated. It suggested that Russia was responsible for this event. President used logos, he was appealing to facts. Whereas, Russia did not acknowledge this "mistake", the President of Russia Vladimir Putin, just claimed that: "it is unquestionable that the state over whose territory this took place is responsible for this terrible tragedy" (Motyl, 2014, 1) . Russian leader did not apologize for this brutal event, what is more, he accused Ukraine for this event, claiming that it was the country's responsibility, and it attained negative attitude from USA and other countries.
Moreover, after this event Russia even enlarged its military capabilities: "in the early morning hours of Sunday, July 13, about 100 Russian armoured personnel carriers and other vehicles crossed from Russia into Luhansk province in Ukraine" (Motyl, 2014) . Russian actions caused huge discontent, especially by USA and the countries of EU. Therefore, after this event U.S. has imposed additional economic sanctions on Russia. Barack Obama announced new sanctions on Russia over Ukraine, on Russian Financial Institutions and on Defence Technology Entity:
Today, and building on the measures we announced two weeks ago, the United States is imposing new sanctions in key sectors of the Russian economy: energy, arms, and finance. We're blocking the exports of specific goods and technologies to the Russian energy sector. We're expanding our sanctions to more Russian banks and defence companies. And we're formally suspending credit that encourages exports to Russia and financing for economic development projects in Russia. (President Barack Obama, July 29, 2014)
The use of personification depicted U.S. as a nation which was willing to help Ukraine in order to solve the crisis. While the repetition of pronoun "we" showed unity of U.S. with Ukraine and their willingness to show power over Russia. Moreover, EU has imposed first economic sanctions on Russia:
At the same time, the European Union is joining us in imposing major sanctions on Russia --its most significant and wide-ranging sanctions to date. In the financial sector, the EU is cutting off certain financing to state-owned banks in Russia. In the energy sector, the EU will stop exporting specific goods and technologies to Russia, which will make it more difficult for Russia to develop its oil resources over the long term. In the defence sector, the EU is prohibiting new arms imports and exports and is halting the export of sensitive technology to Russia's military users. And because we're closely coordinating our actions with Europe, the sanctions we're announcing today will have an even bigger bite. (President Barack Obama, July 29, 2014) EU's role, as a partner of U.S. was also expanding. Using the EU sanctions, it was tried to finally come to an agreement with Russia.
However, Russia's response to sanctions was not changing; This can be seen in the following statement from the interview by Russian Foreign Minister Sergey Lavrov to Bloomberg TV: Q: Let's talk about the sanctions. Is there a sense of urgency to getting the sanctions lifted or is this just simply Muscovites not being able to get mozzarella? A: You know, from time to time my American interlocutors say, "Why don't we sit down and develop some criteria?" I ask, "What criteria?" "Well, criteria which would be used, you know, to see when we can lift sanctions" meaning that Russia would have to do something to satisfy those criteria. We are not going to do this. And I just laughed in their faces and said, "Guys, you did this and you decide what to do further." We are not going to change our position. We believe it's an honest position. We think about first of all, Ukrainian people. We would be doing whatever we can to promote this meaningful process to negotiate full settlement. But we will do this because we are very close to Ukrainians. They're our brothers and sisters. And we would never do this just to please somebody on the other side of the ocean. (Foreign Minister Sergey Lavrov, September 27, 2014) Sergey Lavrov clearly stated his position, i.e. that Russia does not intend to withdraw from Ukraine. Russia argued that it was helping Ukraine -not damaging it. He showed unity, closeness with the Ukrainian people -emotional appeal reinforced his argument. Russia imposed retaliatory measures on U.S. and EU. Vladimir Putin decided to limit imports from these countries and to use their domestic market more effectively:
Concerning the pressure exerted [on Russia] by the economic measures you mentioned, these measures are indeed very primitive and in my opinion ineffective and harmful. I agree with you that they pursue the goal of ensuring and maintaining US global domination, and perhaps they even seek to consolidate their competitive advantage on global markets by squeezing us out a bit from the European market and pulling Europe a bit closer their way. (President Vladimir Putin, August 14, 2014)
President of Russia differently interpreted U.S. intentions; he suggested that this is the will of U.S. to show its power in international arena. President uses his personal opinion and experience -ethos, to persuade the audience.
During this period, Russia's actions do not change. The country did not acknowledge military intervention and military activities were still ongoing in the Ukraine's territory. This idea is supported in Sergey Lavrov's speech:
There are many volunteers there, many of them Russians. There was one American shown yesterday on TV. He was interviewed, but he was wearing a balaclava. There are some Russians fighting on the side of not the Ukrainian Army but those battalions which oligarchs created and keep financing. There are many Poles, Lithuanians many Europeans are fighting there on the side of those battalions. (Foreign Minister Sergey Lavrov September 27, 2014) Foreign Minister did not deny the fact that Russians were fighting against Ukraine but he suggested that this was a group of people which were supported by oligarchs, not a Russian army; in other words, he used propaganda to show that Russia was not directly involved. He was supporting an argument using facts, making the statement trustworthy. Moreover, President of Russia Vladimir Putin denied annexation of Crimea:
I actually said this many times before, but I will use this opportunity to repeat that we never annexed Crimea. We did use our Armed Forces, but only to give the people living here the opportunity to express their views regarding their future. This may have been the first time such a comprehensive plebiscite was ever held here, a comprehensive referendum on issues vital for the people living here. (President Vladimir Putin, August 14, 2014)
President claimed that referendum of the annexation of Crimea was legal and that it happened because of the will of the Ukrainians living in Crimea. President was using emotional appeals. He showed unity with the people and his will to help the people of Ukraine to reinforce the idea that Russia was a helper in this situation. U.S. also did not change its position in this period. In the speeches of U.S. politicians dominated a will to solve the crisis peacefully, using diplomatic means. This idea can be seen in the speech of the President Barack Obama:
I made clear to President Putin that our preferred path is to resolve this diplomatically. But that means that he and the Russian government have to make a strategic decision: Are they going to continue to support violent separatists whose intent is to undermine the government of Ukraine? Or are they prepared to work with the government of Ukraine to arrive at a cease-fire and a peace that takes into account the interests of all Ukrainians? (President Barack Obama, July 18, 2014)
On the whole, during this period situation did not change much. Russia still did not acknowledge military intervention, instead blaming other countries for it. Whereas U.S. efforts to stabilize the situation were the same as in the earlier periods: to weaken Russia by influencing its economy, using sanctions. Moreover, this period denoted the highest point of tension between U.S. and Russia. The situation in Ukraine made U.S. to change its position regarding Russia and the period of the reset of these countries' relations came to the Cold War period. Regarding rhetoric, in this period more historical references were used, for example, many times were used allusions to the Cold War period, to show the deteriorating these two countries' relations. Furthermore, U.S. was more openly expressing its attitude towards Russia's illegal actions. Leaders of both countries were using logical appeals, certain facts to show clearer position. U.S. was commonly using personification and pronoun "we", by using these rhetorical devices it wanted to show its position that it can stand against Russia and protect Ukraine's interests. Russian leaders used pathos to affect people using emotional language and ethos to persuade the audience.
The discussion of violation of the ceasefire agreements in the speeches of politicians
The fifth period, from October 27, 2014 till February, 2015, was the most intensive regarding the discussion of negotiations and agreements for the crisis settlement, therefore the number of speeches in this period was the highest. Moreover, the following period was marked by intensification of military actions by Russia.
The topics which were prominent in the texts during this period in the speeches of USA leaders were as follows: further sanctions on Russia U.S. leaders were content with the results of the elections, because it was an important step for Ukraine's future reforms. U.S. demonstrated its support by using rhetorical device -personification, giving power to the country's opportunities to make a change. Russia also recognised the results of the elections but its mood differed. The leader thought that country should not be thrown between East and West:
The elections seem to be valid, though not in every part of Ukraine. I think Russia will recognise their results as it is critically important for Ukraine to obtain, at long last, a leadership that will not engage in petty infighting and drag the country from east to west and back again, but one that will address real Ukrainian problems. Ukraine needs a government that will think how the nation should regain unity. It needs a government to guarantee an equal status to all Ukrainian citizens irrespective of the language they speak and political convictions they have. No one should be victimised on political and other grounds, as has been the case until recently. (Foreign Minister Sergey Lavrov, 27 October, 2014) The Foreign Minister Sergey Lavrov penetrated U.S. will that Ukraine should be with the Western side.
Another topic which was prominent during this period of time is violation of the Minsk agreements. Ceasefire agreement was signed on September 5, 2014 (Ukraine ceasefire agreement signed in Minsk, 2014, 1) . From the beginning of the truce, both sides of the parties argued on constant violations of the agreements; U.S. transferred guilty to Russia and vice versa. U.S. position was getting stricter after the constant violations of the Minsk agreements; President issued new measures against Russia's actions:
We are deeply concerned about the latest break in the cease-fire and the aggression that these separatists --with Russian backing, Russian equipment, Russian financing, Russian training and Russian troops --are conducting. And we will continue to take the approach that we've taken in the past, which is to ratchet up the pressure on Russia.
(President Barack Obama, January 25, 2015)
The President was speaking trustworthy using emotions to persuade the audience and to make it believe his statement. Credibility was even more enforced by the use of repetition of the word "Russian" -to demonstrate that it was Russia which was responsible for the events happening in Ukraine. What is more, after constant Russia's violations of the agreements U.S. was expanding restrictive measures on the country:
My Administration will continue to work closely with allies and partners in Europe and internationally to respond to developments in Ukraine and will continue to review and calibrate our sanctions to respond to Russia's actions. We again call on Russia to end its occupation and attempted annexation of Crimea, cease support to separatists in eastern Ukraine, and implement the obligations it signed up to under the Minsk agreements. (President Barack Obama, December 18, 2014) U.S. was trying to fight against Russia using economic measures but it did not give an impetus for a resolution of a crisis. Russia responded with retaliatory measures.
As for retaliatory measures, I would like to remind you what they were all about. First, these were retaliatory measures, not sanctions. Second, in accordance with a presidential executive order, they will remain in force for one year but upon a Government initiative they could be cancelled even sooner. It goes without saying that they could also be extended. But these are retaliatory measures and they should be treated as retaliatory measures and nothing else. These retaliatory measures will lead to certain consequences. Not all of them will be positive, since we are unable to instantaneously replace the whole segment that was lost following these government decisions. (Prime Minister of Russia Dmitry Medvedev, 13 November, 2014)
However, as Russia suggested these were not sanctions against U.S., it was just a response towards U.S. policy against Russia. Russia treats itself as implementing the Minsk agreements and playing an active role in their implementation:
The Minsk agreements arose only because Russia became actively involved in this effort; we worked with the Donbass militias, that is the fighters from southeast Ukraine, and we convinced them that they should settle for certain agreements. If we had not done that, it would simply not have happened. There are some problems with the implementation of these agreements, it is true. (President Vladimir Putin, November 17, 2014)
Russia acted as if it managed the crisis and claimed that without Russia's intervention Minsk agreements would not have been created. This idea was reinforced by the use of the pronoun "we", there responsibility falls for the whole country, by this showing country's power. While U.S. role regarding the resolution of the crisis during this period did not change much, the methods were sanctions, cooperation with the EU, financial assistance -a diplomatic solution to a conflict: I've been very clear that it would not be effective for us to engage in a military conflict with Russia on this issue, but what we can do is to continue to support Ukraine's ability to control its own territory. And that involves a combination of the economic pressure that's been brought to bear in sanctions, the diplomatic isolation that has been brought to bear against Russia, and, as important as anything, making sure that we're continuing to provide the support that Ukraine needs to sustain its economy during this transition period, and to help its military with basic supplies and equipment, as well as the continuing training and exercises that have been taking place between NATO and Ukraine for quite some time. (President Barack Obama, January 25, 2015)
The speech was enforced by the use of emotional appeals, President spoke trustworthy and showed responsibility for U.S. actions and that he was sure about U.S. taken decisions.
To sum up, the following period was marked by intensification of military events and constant violations in the ceasefire agreements. However, both parties: Russia and U.S. were transferring blame to one another and no effective solution to a crisis was being proposed. The current events in the crisis wee more like a battlefield between these two countries'. After violations of the agreements U.S. enlarges sanctions while Russia puts retaliatory measures.
De -escalation of crisis in the speeches of politicians
The sixth period, March, 2015 -April, 2015, focused on the situation after the Minsk II agreements, how these agreements contributed to the crisis settlement. In March the Western countries' started to push harder for Russia's actions in Ukraine (UK Prime Minister David Cameron creates a fund based on a ColdWar era scheme to help curb Russian influence in eastern Europe. Germany's Chancellor Angela Merkel adds Russia sanctions will stick until Minsk ceasefire is met, and hints sanctions could be extended until end of 2015. (Buchanan, 2015, 5) . The expansion of sanctions attained negative attention from Russia.
The topics which were prominent in the speeches of U.S. leaders were similar to the 5 th period. While in the speeches of Russian politicians' topics which were most salient were: Crimea's importance to Russia, Russia' 
s pride of its actions in Ukraine, Russia's input to the settlement of the crisis, response to U.S. deterrence policy, against NATO military actions near Russian border, and other topics from 5
th period. This period indicated a calming down of a crisis and it had the smallest amount of speeches, therefore we can assume that interest of politicians to the unfolding events was also diminishing. The topic apparent in the statements was situation regarding the implementation of the Minsk agreements which were seen as the basis to the ceasefire. U.S. was threatening Russia with expanding restrictive measures if agreements will not be complied with.
And I expressed my strong belief that the European Council needs to continue the current sanctions that are in place until we've seen full implementation of the Minsk Agreement. There will be a vote coming up this summer in the European Council. And my expectation is not only Italy, but all countries in Europe will recognize that it would be a wrong message to send to reduce sanctions pressure on Russia when their key implementation steps don't happen until the end of the year (President Barack Obama, April 17, 2015)
Russia is making significant efforts to reconcile the parties and normalise the situation. We have already received and continue receiving thousands, even hundreds of thousands of refugees and are doing all we can to prevent a humanitarian catastrophe. However, our position, our independent policy and even attempts to help those in need, including in Ukraine and some other areas, are causing outright irritation on the part of those we traditionally call our colleagues and partners. (President of Russia Vladimir Putin, March 26, 2015)
Russia spoke conversely than U.S. -that it was the U.S. that prevented Russia from implementing its commitments to the agreements. This expression was reinforced by the use of emotional appeals. Russia showed its empathy to Ukrainian people, that they were dealing with the situation of refugees, to reinforce this idea that Russia was a helper in this situation. Russia was waiting till other parties of the agreements will start implementing actions.
As for what Russia can do to ensure the implementation of these agreements, the answer is simple. We have been urging -and will continue to do this even more insistently -the Kiev authorities, as well as France and Germany as the guarantors of the Minsk Agreements, to put pressure on the Ukrainian government and make sure it fulfils the terms signed by its president. (Russian Foreign Minister Sergey Lavrov, April 9, 2015)
Russian leaders' attitude to U.S. as an enemy was strengthened. The relations of these two countries were deteriorating. Foreign Minister Sergey Lavrov suggested the idea that U.S. containment policy towards Russia was the country's will for dominance:
I'd like to remind you about President Obama's interview with CNN late last year, in which he praised his far-sightedness and got personal, comparing himself and Putin. It was clear that he was piqued. He said that Putin had been presented as the chess master who has outmanoeuvred the West, but the West has struck back, and look at where the Russian economy is now! He takes pride in "ruining" the Russian economy and leaving it "in tatters," as he put it. While praising his policy and denying Russia any ability to plan ahead, he acknowledged that the United States had brokered a deal to transition power in Ukraine. He alleged that Putin was caught off balance and had to improvise in Crimea. It was a Freudian slip. In fact, Obama admitted that the Russian President was right and that he told the truth when explaining what convinced him to take the decision on Crimea. (Foreign Minister Sergey Lavrov, April 22, 2015) In the following quotation Russian Foreign Minister referred to an interview with Barack Obama, where President of Russia Vladimir Putin was compared to a chess master who rethinks his actions in advance. He referred to "a Freudian slip", which means "a verbal or memory mistake that is believed to be linked to the unconscious mind: "These slips supposedly reveal the real secret thoughts and feelings that people hold" (Chery, 1). Russia's President Vladimir Putin also treated U.S. actions as deterrence policy:
They are using their entire arsenal of means for the so-called deterrence of Russia: from attempts at political isolation and economic pressure to large-scale information war and special services operations. As it was recently stated quite openly: those who disagree will have their arms twisted periodically. However, this does not work with Russia; it never has and never will. (President of Russia Vladimir Putin, March 26, 2015)
President named actions that U.S. was applying towards Russia. He was assured that this policy will not change country's stance and Russia will continue its actions. This idea was reinforced by the use of personification: "this does not work with Russia", the country was presented as personality. Also, the repetition "never" was used to strengthen the idea. By this idea President reinforced the idea of Russia as a strong nation.
No major changes to the resolution of a conflict appeared during this period. The period showed growing Russia's response to U.S. actions, response measures were put on Western countries. This period can be treated as informational and economic war between the two parties.
The continued de-escalation period of crisis as a war of information in the speeches of politicians
The following period from May, 2015 to July, 2015 denoted the further actions taken by the U.S. and Russia to de-escalate the crisis, how the situation with the Minsk agreements was being fulfilled. During this period the sanctions to Russia were enlarged by the EU (Ukraine: timeline of events, 2015). In the speeches of Western leaders', the topics did not change much, most of the speeches examined Russia's constant violations of the Minsk agreements. However, more talks on possibility of providing military assistance and cooperation with NATO appeared. The U.S. position was more firm, it was affirmed by enlargement of financial assistance to Ukraine, NATO was expanding its military power, as U.S. leaders suggested a help was done for the whole Europe. Whereas, Russian politicians stressed U.S. inactivity in implementing the Minsk agreements, retaliatory measures were prominent in the speeches. Moreover, Russia accused West media of spreading propaganda. Russia argued that the EU leaders for special reasons allow Ukrainian government to disregard the Minsk agreements and that it would be the reason for sanctions to remain on Russia. In general, the period marks economic and informational (propaganda) war of Russia vs. U.S.
From the outset of signing the Minsk II agreements the disagreements between U.S. and Russia over the implementation were prominent. Russia was speaking of its active role in the implementation and lack of actions by the Kiev government:
I think that by now all leading Western countries that have been following the situation and know the facts are perfectly aware that the Ukrainian government is the key obstacle hampering the implementation of the Minsk agreements. The reasons vary. Some fear that if the war comes to an end, if provocations and the shelling of the self-proclaimed DPR [Donetsk People's Republic] and LPR [Lugansk People's Republic] cease, military tensions will abate and they will be called to account for mishandling the economy and social sphere. Others fear that disobedient battalions, no more war for them in southeast Ukraine, will return to other regions and start practicing the skills they acquired during the war. Still others say that the more the military hysteria is whipped up, the easier it will be for the Ukrainian authorities to persuade the West to step up pressure on Russia. (Russian Foreign Minister Sergey Lavrov, 29 May, 2015) Russia shed the responsibility from itself and put it on Ukraine's government by creating the reasons why it is not implementing actions. The Foreign Minister used ethos, he named his ideas one by one to make his statement memorable and persuasive. There can be made an assumption that by transferring guilt, Russia acted like this to withdraw attention from its actions in Ukraine. The same scenario can be traced in the case of blaming U.S. This idea is presented in the statement by Russian Foreign Minister Sergey Lavrov:
I'll say it again: they show commitment to the Minsk Agreements only in speeches, while, in fact, they are trying to twist things. U.S. declared that it was Russia that did not carry out actions to settle the crisis. John Kerry used metaphor "to get trapped in a rabbit's hole", which is allusion to Alice in Wonderland, it "is commonly used as an expression or euphemism for a portal to bizarre world/significantly strange happenings/extremely surreal situations, etc" (Urban Dictionary, 3). Despite Russia's statements its support to separatists was seen.
Russia on its side despite the violations which were confirmed by evidences still did not acknowledge its participation in the war and military actions:
Naturally, Ukraine occupied a special place. Politician used personification to emphasize Russia's as a whole nation's responsibility as it was the initiator of the crisis settlement. The connection between the audience and the speaker was stronger. Moreover, this picture of Russia as the initiator of crisis settlement was reinforced in the situation of the withdrawal of heavy weapons:
We made this initiative almost a month ago with the support of Donetsk and Lugansk. The Ukrainian side seems to show understanding, at least as represented by the joint Russian-Ukrainian Centre for Control and Coordination that was set up upon Mr Poroshenko's request. Now the sides are dovetailing the details of this document. If supported by the self-defence fighters, it may become a very important result of the work by the subgroup on military issues. We are also suggesting that the sides should pull out heavy weapons not only with a calibre over 100 mm, but also with a calibre under 100 mm, including tanks and mortars. (Russian Foreign Minister Sergey Lavrov, 29 May, 2015) Russia was trying to come across to a settlement to attract public attention that it could be seen as a helper, not as a cause of the events.
Another topic was sanctions and how they were treated by politicians of both countries. Russia violated Minsk agreements therefore sanctions will not be lifted. U.S. President Barack Obama expressed irony towards Russia's actions and declared that the future of Russia's economy and the further imposition of sanctions will depend on the country's decisions:
Ultimately, this is going to be an issue for Mr. Putin. He's got to make a decision: Does he continue to wreck his country's economy and continue Russia's isolation in pursuit of a wrong-headed desire to re-create the glories of the Soviet empire? Or does he recognize that Russia's greatness does not depend on violating the territorial integrity and sovereignty of other countries? (President Barack Obama, June 08, 2015)
President used historical reference to the Russia's past, to the Soviet Union's Empire and related present events in Ukraine with the common goals which were sought in the past. President now referred not to Russia but to President Putin and related it with his seeks, not Russia's. Moreover, the additional sanctions on Russia's economy were placed in contact with G-7: "In June 2015, the G7 collectively extended sanctions already in place for an additional six months" (Rollie, 2015, 2) .
Here at the G7, we agreed that even as we will continue to seek a diplomatic solution, sanctions against Russia will remain in place so long as Russia continues to violate its obligations under the Minsk agreements. Our European partners reaffirmed that they will maintain sanctions on Russia until the Minsk agreements are fully implemented, which means extending the EU's existing sectoral sanctions beyond July. And the G7 is making it clear that, if necessary, we stand ready to impose additional, significant sanctions against Russia. (President Barack Obama, June 08, 2015)
U.S. unity with other international partners was strengthened. The pronouns "we" and "our" suggest that the responsibility falls to the whole nation and even to other Western partners. The partnership had an important role in this aspect, in changing of Russia's position. Moreover, U.S. besides economic sanctions applied energy restrictions. The idea of energy used as a weapon against Russia appears:
In spite of all that Russia has done, Ukraine has been able to move. And we've already made significant progress in the face of Russian cut-off of gas supplies to Ukraine last year, we supported the EU's effort to mediate a gas deal and work through Ukraine's neighbours to increase reverse flows of gas, shipments to Ukraine. We supported Lithuania as it inaugurated its first LNG terminal, ending the Baltic region's complete dependence on European imports. (Vice President Joe Biden, June 26, 2015)
Energy dependence of Ukraine and other Eastern European countries could be used as a tool of Russia to spread its influence; therefore U.S. imposed restrictions protected these countries because of less dependence on Russia. The personification "Ukraine has been able to move", when the country was given human traits reinforces countries' vulnerabilities and strength that it has to resist its enemy.
Whereas Russia viewed sanctions as a tool by which Western countries' wanted to isolate it:
They must have wanted to aggravate the situation as much as possible before it started, as they no doubt remember that the G7 said that the anti-Russia sanctions would remain in effect until Russia implemented the Minsk agreements. It's like an ace in the hole for the Ukrainian authorities: We, Ukrainians, will sabotage the Minsk agreements, but Russia will be the one to suffer, because no one will lift the sanctions. (Foreign Minister Sergey Lavrov, June 8, 2015) Minister refers to the metaphor originating from the card game "an ace in the hole" which means "something that can supply a sure victory when revealed" (The meaning and origin of the expression: Ace in the hole, p. 1). Russia looked at the imposed sanctions as if it was done for specific purposes of Ukraine and without special reason, as Russia sees it. Response measures by Russia werte imposed on Western countries:
One of these matters is our response to our European colleagues' decision on the sanctions. The Prime Minister sent me a letter, proposing that we extend the measures that we took in response to the actions of our partners in some countries. In accordance with this letter, I signed today an executive order extending special economic measures taken to ensure our country's security, and I ask the Government to promptly draft and issue the corresponding Government resolution. (President of Russia Vladimir Putin, June 24, 2015)
Russia took retaliatory measures because of country's security, as Foreign Minister suggested. The statement portrayed Western countries' as a threat to Russia's security, not vice a versa. This suggested Russia portraying itself as a peacekeeper, by doing this it is aimed to make the speech more persuasive.
NATO assistance to Europe as a topic prominent in this period appeared. NATO was expanding its military power and member states were invited to contribute:
NATO's Readiness Action Plan is an important start --allowing us to step up our military presence in the air, at sea, and on land, from the Baltics to Poland, Romania and Bulgaria. And we're pleased that some of our NATO allies have made similar contributions. (Vice President Joe Biden, June 26, 2015) NATO was used as a tool by U.S. to resist Russia's aggression. This Western expansion closer to Russia's borders attained negative reaction of Russia's President:
If somebody threatens any of our territories, that means we will need to aim our Armed Forces, our modern weaponry towards the territories from which that threat originates. How could it be otherwise? NATO is advancing towards our borders; it is not Russia that is moving towards them. Nevertheless, I would not escalate anything here. Another statement by Foreign Minister of Russia also suggested the same idea:
The infrastructure of the global system of US missile defence is actively established around Russia on the territory of the Baltic states, Poland and Romania. Many other actions based on decisions made at the Wales summits are also being taken, whereby political instructions depict Russia as an opponent. This hasn't happened since the Cold War. We used to develop a partnership with NATO. (Foreign Minister Sergey Lavrov, May 20, 2015) The allusion to the historical event -the Cold War was made, suggesting the idea that these NATO actions were important to Russia and that they reminded the biggest confrontation between U.S. and Russia seen in the past. Therefore, Russia itself presented as an opponent of U.S.
of the National Guard, the Right Sector and other formations that are not subordinate to the government in Kiev. By the way, in Ukrainiancontrolled territory, there is nothing even close to the destruction we see in southeastern Ukraine. I don't remember any mention of civilian casualties in the reports from the front on Ukrainian army losses. (Foreign Minister Sergey Lavrov, May 20, 2015) Russia viewed its journalists as showing true events despite the fact that real events were concealed therefore it was safe for Russia to claim that propaganda was coming from U.S. side.
CONCLUSIONS
Analysis reveals that at the first part of the crisis period the interest of U.S. and Russian political leaders in Ukraine was rather high. There appear ceasefire agreements, various tools, such as sanctions to the settle the crisis. While the second part of the analysed crisis period signifies calming down of the crisis and diminishing interest of politicians in Ukraine crisis as well.
Major topics which appeared throughout all the crisis periods were as follows: refusal of signing the association agreement with EU (which was the main cause of the crisis); Russia's military intervention has started in the Eastern part of Ukraine and annexation of Crimea; Malaysian Airlines Flight Disaster; the Minsk agreements and their implementation and parliamentary elections in Ukraine.
The main changes of the rhetoric from the beginning of the crisis were changing Russia's and U.S. attitudes to one another, also the rhetoric of the leaders' with each period was becoming stricter. At the onset of the crisis U.S. and Russia viewed one another as partners and U.S. was not hastening to blame Russia for the events in Ukraine, they acted more as partners not enemies. This shows that states tried act rationally having not enough information on the intentions of one another. Later on U.S. in the speeches expressed constant discontent with the actions of Russia and the attitude to Russia as an enemy was strengthened by the use of sanctions on Russia. Whereas, Russia acted silently as a peacekeeper from the beginning and through the whole time span did not acknowledged its actions in Ukraine. At the end of these periods Russia started to use response measures based on propaganda. Therefore, both states have changed the rhetoric under the influence of assessment of relative power and each other states' intentions.
The relations of the two countries through the whole period can be described as an economic war, a war of propaganda and a policy of isolation coming from the U.S. Both parties were blaming one another for propaganda. U.S. claimed that Russia's intentions which it officially claims, such as the better situation for Russians living in Crimea, is a propaganda based intention. While Russia accused Western media of spreading distorted picture of the events, regarding the separatists and their actions in the Eastern part of Ukraine. Logical and emotional appeals were prominent in the speeches which aimed to persuade the audience.
U.S. and Russia attitude to the crisis started to be like a battlefield of these two countries' wishing to demonstrate their powers in international arena. After the Malaysian Airlines Flight disaster, the relations of these countries' achieved similar state as in the Cold War period. Military actions by Russia intensified in each following period and constant violations of the ceasefire agreements appeared. During further periods in the rhetoric of Russia's leaders appeared constant accusations of West's intervention into the crisis and their tools, based on propaganda to weaken Russia, seeking its own interest -domination in international arena. It seems that Russia again used national interests as instruments to legitimize the country's actions and consolidate its pubic in support of its actions on the international arena. In U.S. speeches more talks on military assistance appeared but no real actions were taken, except for NATO operations in Eastern Europe, to strengthen security of this region.
Taking all things into consideration, the analysed periods signify the settlement of the crisis by the means of rhetoric and diplomacy. Both sides tried to affect one another by certain statements willing that it will have certain weight in international arena. Their strategies were changing constantly from proactive to reactive. The position of U.S. remained "safe", it has no intention to strengthen Russia's aggression and tried to act safely. Russia acted as a peacekeeper and interpreted its role as solving the crisis. These ideas were enforced by the use of metaphors, personifications, pronouns, allusions and historical referenceswhich denoted an attempt of West to seek for dominance and Russia's will to re-establish the Soviet Empire.
